Fortify your business: safeguarding data privacy for success

Finding the truth in data faster

Safeguarding a company’s reputation, customer trust, and financial stability hinges heavily on effective data privacy measures. Well-structured data facilitates protection and forms the backbone of a sustainable digital transformation strategy. Fortified by stringent privacy policies and improved IT processes, it mitigates the risk of cyber-attacks and data breaches, helping you maintain customer trust and avoid legal and financial setbacks.

Ransomware attacks present a major threat to companies. The costs can be staggering, not only in terms of the ransom demand but also due to the potential for extended system downtime, data loss, and reputational harm. Data breaches pose a separate yet equally significant concern. These breaches can result in legal and financial consequences, harm to reputation, and the potential for regulatory penalties. Perhaps even more significantly, a failure to safeguard personal information can erode customer trust.

At Fujitsu, we assist organizations in extracting value from their data while ensuring its protection. We help you collect, manage, process, and visualize your data in a well-structured way, supporting your data protection efforts and mitigating the threat of cyberattacks and data leaks. Ultimately, our mission revolves around streamlining your data collection process, making it more affordable and faster, even from endpoints dispersed throughout your enterprise network.

Data-driven transformation with Fujitsu

As a global frontrunner in data-driven transformation, we architect solutions aimed at swiftly uncovering truths hidden within data. With our partner Nuix, we have developed a system that enables organizations to extract truths from any data source simply and swiftly, empowering informed decision-making and actionable steps.
Prevent privacy issues and find the truth in your data with Fujitsu and Nuix

Nuix is a platform skilled in recognizing, comprehending, and analyzing unstructured data to yield significant results. With Nuix, organizations can transmute extensive amounts of disorganized unstructured data – including emails, loose files, attachments and other forms of human-generated content – into actionable intelligence. Combining Fujitsu’s complex IT infrastructure capabilities and Nuix’s ability to quickly uncover truths within data, we offer the perfect solution for impactful business outcomes in a data-driven world:

- End-to-end configured and ready-to-use solution
- Scalable, flexible storage, networking, and computing solutions for projects of any size, including with our uSCALE pay-per-use options
- Consultancy services to build complex, customized solutions
- A full range of services including project management, 1st and 2nd line support, certified Nuix trainings, installation and implementation.

“In collaboration with Nuix, we’ve established a solid track record across multiple European nations, delivering solutions to complex data-related problems for various institutions, including tax offices and police forces. By leveraging our innovative and expansive Partner Ecosystem, we consistently work towards providing our customers with insightful understanding of unstructured data.”

Benefits

Take control of your data. Ensure it is searchable and accessible, enhancing governance.

Minimize risk. Swiftly pinpoint private data, fraud evidence, IP, rogue contracts.

Reduce costs. Streamline processes tied to compliance, eDiscovery, investigations, and more.

Extract value. Empower informed decisions with easy data access.

Understand your risk. Use AI to handle ROT data, subject access, and right-to-be-forgotten requests.

Learn more about how to find the truth in your data faster and address data privacy concerns before they become an issue.

Contact us for a consultation on your dynamic data transformation strategy.